
Ahealthier
workplace
reduces
absenteeism

Better air quality
meansbetter

decisions

Valueformoney
throughimproved

efficiency

Reducing levelsof carbon dioxide in
the typical office environment resulted

in an improvement of up to 50% in
cognitive skillsfor the workers tested.

Why indoor air qualitymatters
for property managers?

Better indoor air quality in the workplaceboosts employee productivity and
delivers energy efficiency. Discover how property managers can use indoor air
quality monitoring to improve customer satisfactionand boost tenancy rates.

Skilledworkers
demandsmarter
workplaces 44%

of employees
worldwide believe their

workplace isn’t smart
enough, according to

research commissioned
by Dell and Intel.

42%
of millennial employees said they would quit their

job if workplace tech is not up to standard.

The latest tech enables
indoor air quality monitoring
to ensure healthier, more
productiveworkplaces.

Healthier air resulted
in productivity gainsof over

$17,000 per employeeeachyear.

Research by energy infrastructure company, JLL, shows that a boost of

2%
Improvement in
energy efficiency

$0
savings

2%
improvement
in productivity

$7
savings

Optimised indoor air
quality hasthe potential
to generate revenue,by
ensuring happier, more
productive employees.

Abetter
environment for
better results

Monitoring indoor air quality allows for data driven
decision-making to improve ventilation, cut contaminants

and provide a safer,happier working environment.

Better air quality is proven to result
in better decisionmaking and a

boost inproductivity

An investment in indoor air quality is likely
to generate revenue for building occupants.

A study by Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health and United Technologies
Climate, Controls and Security found that improved indoor environmental
quality could boost decision making scoresby

101%

58%
A 2018 report by the World Green

Building Council suggested a
healthier work environment could
cut sick leave by 58%, or 4 days per

yearper employee.

27%
The engineering firm Cundall’s UK
experienced a 27% reduction in
staff turnover after implementing
improvements, including better air

ventilation.

Companies spend 90%
of their running costson
salaries,while energy
and rent costs amount
to only 10%
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